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Login to your account 
to access all your ressources
Login to your reseller account to access all your ressources
Email *
Password *
Forgot your password ?
Submit


You are an imprint professional and you want to create your B&C account ?
B&C Collection is exclusively available for the imprint industry and professionals.
Create an account













Your wishlists

There’s no wishlist here
Your wishlist is currently empty. Add your favourite styles and we'll keep your list ready for you. 
Create your first wishlist









Name *
Description 
Save this list

Cancel





RESPONSIBLY SOURCED - ETHICALLY MADE
RESPONSIBLY SOURCED - ETHICALLY MADE
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T-shirts / Polo shirts / Sweatshirts
B&C, sustainability for all

	

	

	

	

	




*Certified by Control Union CU 1030092


HIGH QUALITY MODERN APPAREL CRAFTED WITH CONSIDERATION FOR PEOPLE AND PLANET. 
EVERY DAY.

DOWNLOAD OUR "SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL" BROCHURE


	


T-Shirts


	


Polo Shirts


	


Sweatshirts


	


Sustainability



	RESPONSIBLY SOURCED
All our T-shirts, polo shirts and sweatshirts use only responsibly sourced fibres. Every day.

Organic Cotton, In-conversion Cotton, Better Cotton and Recycled Polyester.




	

	

	

	




	ETHICALLY MADE
B&C is Fair Wear LEADER.
Positively impacting people's lives. Every day.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT FAIR WEAR FOUNDATION



	





SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL
SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL
SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL
SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL
SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL
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SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL
SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL



RESPONSIBLY SOURCED
B&C USES ONLY SUSTAINABLE FIBRES

	

	

	

	


Organic Cotton, In-Conversion Cotton, Better Cotton and Recycled Polyester.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT BETTER COTTONFIND OUT MORE ABOUT ORGANIC IN-CONVERSION COTTON








Complete solutions for every need in one comprehensive sustainable offer. Whatever your budget, whatever your need, there's a sustainable solution for you.



T-shirts / Polo shirts / Sweatshirts
Revolutionise your sustainable offer



We believe quality products can elevate your business especially when they're responsibly sourced, ethically made and competitively priced.
VIEW COLLECTION


WE'RE AT YOUR SERVICE TO HELP YOU BUILD YOUR SUSTAINABLE COLLECTION 

	


Brochure Requests & Digital Downloads


	


Social Media Resources


	


Marketing Resources Hub



FIND A WHOLESALER NEAR YOU
B&C is exclusively sold through a wholesaler network.

Find a wholesaler






GET YOUR B&C UPDATES
We'll keep you posted on all our products, news and blog releases.

Help us to personnalise your content
DecoratorCommunication AgencyWorkwear dealerEtailerRetailerTextile brandEnd customerOther









Your information
First name *



Last name *



Email *




I authorise the use of my information in order to provide me with B&C products, offers and services and to deliver advertisements and other content tailored to my interests. for more information, see our privacy policy.






Subscribe




The Cotton Group SA 

Drève Richelle 161 O - Box 5
1410 Waterloo - Belgium
T. +32 (0)2 3521100 | RPM BE0440097116
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© 2023 B&C All rights reserved
B&C General Sales ConditionsPrivacy PolicyImage PolicyCookies

Our site uses cookies
Cookies help us to ensure our site works securely, continually make improvements, and personalise your experience. Click ‘Accept and access the website’ to get the best experience. You can change these settings and have more information about our cookie policy at any time by clicking ‘Settings’.
SettingsAccept and access the website



Settings
Strictly necessary cookies
Always active

These cookies are necessary for purely technical reasons for a normal visit to the website. Given the technical necessity, only an information obligation applies, and these cookies are placed as soon as you access the website.

Functional cookies




You cannot refuse these cookies if you wish to browse this website, but they are only placed after a choice has been made regarding the placement of cookies.

Performance & tracking cookies




These are cookies that allow us to know how many times a specific page has been visited. We only use this information to improve the content of our website. These cookies are only placed if you accept their placement.

Save settingsAccept all cookies

Cookies policy
The website (hereinafter the “Site") uses cookies. The party responsible for processing data relating to cookies is THE COTTON GROUP SA, whose registered office is located at "Waterloo Office Park - Drève Richelle 161, Building O Box 5, 1410 Waterloo, Belgium", registered at the Crossroads Bank for Enterprises (CBE) under number 0440.097.116 (hereinafter "We").

1. What are cookies?

A cookie is a small file containing text that a website saves on your computer or mobile device when you visit that site and you have not configured your settings to do otherwise. Cookies are widely used to make a website work, or to make it work more efficiently, as well as to provide information to the site owner.

2. What cookies do We use and for what purposes?

Statistical and analysis cookies

Statistical and analysis cookies are issued by our technical service providers for the following purposes:

	to detect navigation problems and consequently to improve the ergonomics of our services,
	to measure the audience of the various contents and sections of our Site,
	to understand how users behave on our Site and how they interact with our content or marketing campaigns (Google Tag Manager),
	to measure the effectiveness of our advertisements by tracking the actions taken by users on our Site (Facebook Pixel).


Data collected are, for example: number of visitors, time spent on a page, type of page consulted after the visit of our Site.

These cookies only produce statistics and traffic volumes, to the exclusion of any individual information.

Essential or technical cookies

These are the cookies that are essential for navigation on the Site. They allow access to the products and services of the Site. These are the cookies that allow you to navigate on the Site quickly and efficiently. Standard cookies allow us to adapt the presentation of the Site to the display preferences of your terminal (language used, display resolution), to memorize passwords and other information relating to a user.

Social network cookies

'Social network' cookies allow you to share the content of our Site with other people or to let these other people know your consultation or your opinion concerning a content of the Site. This is, in particular, the case of the 'share' buttons from the social networks 'Facebook', 'Twitter' or 'LinkedIn'. The social network providing such an application button is likely to identify you thanks to this button, even if you did not use it when visiting our Site.

3. Your consent and its withdrawal

When you visit the Site, a banner informs you of the presence of cookies and allows you to give or refuse your consent for analysis and statistical cookies and for social network cookies.

Your consent can be withdrawn at any time via the cookie settings on our Site.

4. Lifetime of the cookies

The life of technical cookies is limited to one year.

The lifetime of the analysis and statistical cookies We use has been limited to 24 months.

The lifetime of the social network cookies is 12 months.

5. How to manage cookies?

When you visit the Site, a banner informs you of the presence of cookies and allows you to give or refuse your consent. This consent can be withdrawn at any time as mentioned in point 3 above.

You can also delete any cookies already stored on your computer and you can set most browsers to prevent cookies from being stored.Most browsers allow you to:

	view the cookies that have been created and delete them individually
	to block cookies created by third parties
	to block the cookies created by certain sites
	block all cookies, regardless of their origin
	delete all cookies when you close your browser.


For example, you may refuse the use of cookies from Google Analytics by downloading and installing the Google Analytics Opt-out browser add-on.

If you decide to delete your cookies, be aware that any preferences you may have set will be lost. In addition, if you block all cookies, many websites will no longer function properly.

6. Questions and information

If you have any question about the use of cookies on the Site or for any further information, you can always contact us via the email address privacy@bc-collection.eu.

Strictly necessary cookies
These cookies are necessary for purely technical reasons for a normal visit to the website. Given the technical necessity, only an information obligation applies, and these cookies are placed as soon as you access the website.
	Name	Expiration date	Purpose
	i18n_redirected	35 days
	To specify in which language you wish to visit the website"

	route	365 days
	Used to guarantee a good load balancing on our servers

	SRVGROUP	365 days
	Used by Hidora to route your requests to the right server




Functional cookies
You cannot refuse these cookies if you wish to browse this website, but they are only placed after a choice has been made regarding the placement of cookies.
	Name	Expiration date	Purpose
	cookies-manager	90 days
	To determine whether or not you accept cookies




Performance & tracking cookies
These are cookies that allow us to know how many times a specific page has been visited. We only use this information to improve the content of our website. These cookies are only placed if you accept their placement.
	Name	Expiration date	Purpose
	_ga	730 days
	Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users.


	_gid	1 days
	Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users.


	_ga_<container-id>	730 days
	Google Analytics - Used to persist session state.


	_gac_gb_<container-id>	90 days
	Google Analytics - Contains campaign related information. If you have linked your Google Analytics and Google Ads accounts, Google Ads website conversion tags will read this cookie unless you opt-out. Learn more.


	visitor_id<accountid>	365 days
	Pardot Cookie - The visitor cookie includes a unique visitor ID and the unique identifier for your business unit. For example, the cookie name visitor_id12345 stores the visitor ID 1010101010. The account identifier, 12345, makes sure that the visitor is tracked on the correct business unit. The visitor value is the visitor_id in your business unit. This cookie is set for visitors by the Account Engagement tracking code.


	pi_opt_in<accountid>	30 days
	Pardot Cookie - If Tracking Opt-in preferences is enabled, the pi_opt_in cookie is set with a true or false value when the visitor opts in or out of tracking. If a visitor opts in, the value is set to true, and the visitor is cookied and tracked. If the visitor opts out or ignores the opt-in banner, the opt-in cookie value is set to false. The visitor cookie is disabled, and the visitor isn’t tracked.


	visitor_id<accountid>-hash	365 days
	Pardot Cookie - The visitor hash cookie contains the account ID and stores a unique hash. For example, the cookie name visitor_id12345-hash stores the hash “855c3697d9979e78ac404c4ba2c66533”, and the account ID is 12345. This cookie is a security measure to make sure that a malicious user can’t fake a visitor and access corresponding prospect information.


	lpv<accountid>	30 days
	Pardot Cookie - This LPV cookie is set to keep us from tracking multiple page views on a single asset over a 30-minute session. For example, if a visitor reloads a landing page several times over a 30-minute period, this cookie keeps each reload from being tracked as a page view.


	pardot	1 days
	Pardot Cookie - A session cookie named pardot is set in your browser while you’re logged in as a user or when a visitor accesses a form, landing page, or page with Account Engagement tracking code. The cookie denotes an active session and isn’t used for tracking.








Cookies settings








